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Save The Brickworks Inc 
 

 
13 January 2017 

 
Mr Steven Avery 
Executive Director 
Heritage Victoria 
By email: heritage.permits@delwp.vic.gov.au 

 

Dear Mr Avery 

VHR0703 Former Hoffmans Brickworks: Permit Application P27923 

Permit application P27923 for demolition of building 5 (Brick Pressing Shed) and 6 (Former Engine 
House) construction of new building including an interpretation facility and relocation of the edge 
runner mill 

Further to our request for an extension of time to properly consider this permit application, and 
noting that we have not had a response from you, we are presenting this submission to express our 
strong opposition to what we understand is proposed based on a reading of the following 
documents on the Heritage Victoria website: 

1. Heritage Impact Statement (PDF, 1.1 MB) 
2. Architectural Documentation (PDF, 6.1 MB) 
3. Perspective views of interpretation facility (PDF, 6.0 MB) 
4. Views (PDF, 7.5 MB) 
5. Environmental report (PDF, 591.1 KB) 
6. Structural assessment A (PDF, 4.4 MB) 
7. Structural assessment report (PDF, 2.9 MB) 

We have requested and received a copy of the final ‘Heritage Management Audit Plan’ (2016) which 
is referred to in Document 1.  

1. Purpose of the application 

The primary purpose of the permit application is the demolition of two of the buildings that form a 
key part of the significant historic core, apparently to clear the way for an additional multi-storey 
residential development on the site, and a smaller interpretation/commercial building. The proposal 
replaces the approved Interpretation Centre in Building 5 (that includes offices on two levels), the 
adaptive reuse of Building 6 for apartments, and a small additional residential component in Building 
6A. 

The two buildings proposed for complete demolition are Building 5 and 6, identified as being of 
primary and contributory heritage significance (respectively) in the Victorian Heritage Register 
Statement of Significance.  

c/- 21 Brickworks Drive 

Brunswick VIC 3056 

(A003777IT) 

https://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/91094/hoff-Heritage_Impact_Statement.pdf
https://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/91091/A_Architectural-documentation.pdf
https://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/91092/B_Perspective-views_interps_facility.pdf
https://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/91093/C_Views.pdf
https://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/91274/Environmental-report.pdf
https://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0024/91275/Structural-Assessmen-At.pdf
https://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/91276/Strctural-assessment-report.pdf
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The permit application also proposes the removal of all but two of the nine registered brick presses 
and the re-location and re-assembly of these two brick presses without most of their associated 
systems, resulting in a complete loss of authenticity and major impact on the significance of the site.  

Demolition of these significant buildings will also destroy significant physical evidence of the systems 
and of the evolution of the building and brick-making processes over time that are integral to 
processing clay into bricks; these systems form or are integrated with parts of the building. The 
Additional Research (HLCD 2000) documents these systems.  

The significance of the buildings, the machinery and integrated systems, and the functional and 
spatial relationships between these buildings and the kilns has been documented in great detail in 
the Conservation Management Plan (HLCD 1999) and further research and physical investigation by 
Dr Iain Stuart in the Additional Research report (HLCD 2000).  

2. Why the proposal in unacceptable  

Our submission argues that the demolition and redevelopment proposal is completely unacceptable 
and is contrary to all previous planning and conservation processes and approvals. 

First, the demolition and redevelopment proposal is contrary to the research, advice and 
recommendations contained in the key conservation management plans developed for the 
Former Hoffman Brickworks site – that is the Conservation Management Plan (HLCD et al 
1999), the Additional Research (HLCD 2000) and the 2016 Heritage Management Audit Plan 
(Anthemion Consultancies, 2016). The Heritage Impact Statement fails to adequately consider 
these documents. 

Second the proposal is contrary to all of the previous permits issued by Heritage Victoria and 
the specific requirements within these permits designed to ensure that the significance of the 
Former Hoffman Brickworks is conserved, sustained and interpreted for the future.  

Third, the proposal is contrary to the Development Plan Overlay (DPO3) in the Moreland 
Planning Scheme which requires consistency with the approved 1999 Conservation 
Management Plan (HLCD 1999) and Heritage Victoria permits, and be generally in accordance 
with the Development Concept Plans (2002, revised 2006).  

Fourth, the proposal to transform an authentic, place-based experience to two machines and 
a few displays in an alcove adjoin a café and studio offices is contrary to the approved 2006 
LookEar Interpretation Concept endorsed in Heritage Victoria permit P10131, and the 
subsequent Hoffman Brickworks Interpretation: Interpretive Overlay in 2010 which provided 
detailed site plans, concepts and story lines for Building 5, and Kilns 2 and 3. 

Fifth, the proposal is contrary to the agreements between the owner/developer, Heritage 
Victoria, Moreland City Council and community representatives since 1997 when the first 
agreement enabled rezoning of the site from industrial to residential. Since then the 
owner/developer has on many occasions sought to reduce or limit previously agreed 
conservation and interpretation actions, including delaying the timing for conservation and 
interpretation works to Buildings 5 and 6.  

Sixth, the structural issues associated with Buildings 5 and 6 appear able to be resolved 
according to the second structural engineering report presented by Beauchamp Hogg Spano 
Consultants 2014 (and which includes a review of The O’Neill Group report), and yet the 
Heritage Impact Statement (Anthemion 2017) appears to specifically ignore this second 
opinion. Further, both engineering reports note that a decline in the condition of the buildings 
has resulted from neglect by the owner/developer (and despite action by Heritage Victoria on 
at least several occasions to require urgent repairs).  

Finally, it is hard not to see this current proposal as yet another tactic to avoid completing the 
commitments made back in 1997 and subsequently. Seeking the complete demolition of 
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Buildings 5 and 6 appears to be driven by the desire to ‘clear the way’ for another profitable 
residential development on a grander scale than previously proposed for this part of the site. 
Separation of the application for the smaller heritage interpretation/commercial building from 
a future application for a large residential development is inevitably regarded with some 
cynicism.  

3. Impact of demolishing Building 5 and 6 

Significance of Building 5 and 6 

Building 5 is identified as of primary significance and Building 6 as contributory significance in the 
endorsed Conservation Management Plan (HLCD 1999). The VHR listing recognises and emphasises 
the historic core of the site – that is the grouping of buildings – as well as the key buildings and the 
machinery remaining within Building 5. 

What is significant?: A portion of the original No 2 works of the Former Hoffman Brickworks, 
Dawson Street, Brunswick, including two Hoffman kilns, a remnant chimney from a third Hoffman 
kiln, a large brick press building containing nine brick presses, an edge runner mill, an engine 
house and an area of the former pottery works which may contain sub-surface remains of two 
kilns.(Last updated on - February 27, 2014)  

How is it significant?  

• As a rare surviving industrial site which is illustrative of Melbourne’s brickmaking history 
(criterion B)  

• For its scientific significance for its adoption of the latest technology evidence and the full 
industrialisation of the brickmaking industry in Victoria in the nineteenth century. This 
demonstration of a high degree of technical achievement included the first use of the 
Hoffman kiln in Victoria and the use of mechanised steam powered brick presses based on 
the Bradley-Craven method. (Criterion F) 

(Accessed from the Victorian Heritage Database 
<http://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/places/172> on 3.01.2018) 

Given that the significance of Building 5 and 6 and the extant machinery and systems have long been 
recognised, it is disappointing to see that the owner/developer, now faced with fulfilling their long-
held promise to conserve this building, its machinery and systems, and to convert it to an 
interpretation centre, are now backing away. Their current application argues the necessity of 
demolition because of the structural condition of the building – which is in part created by their 
neglect – and the issue of site (and possibly building) contamination. However, it fails to examine 
any alternatives that could retain and conserve Buildings 5 and 6. 

STB should not be surprised by this. After all the owners/developers have sought numerous 
variations over the 20+ years in which the site has been in their control; these have included 
repeated moves to delay the conservation and interpretation works on Buildings 5 and 6 right until 
the end of the redevelopment process. 

For example, right from the start – in Heritage Victoria Permit No. 3883 (30/7/98) and Permit 2899 
(24/9/97) which permitted the demolition of Kiln 1 - the requirements for Building 5 were clearly 
established:  

‘Building 5 and all its associated equipment, including the nine brick presses, (1 Austral Otis 
machine, 2 Anderson machines, and six other unmarked machines designed on the same 
Bradley Craven brick press model) is to be retained in its entirety.  Building 5 is to be used 
primarily for the interpretation of the Hoffman Brickworks site and may include other 
compatible uses.  Building 5 is to be accessible to the public ...’  

http://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/places/172
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The CMP provided specific advice on the areas available for adaptation (Figures 12 and 12 A) in 
relation to the cultural significance of Building 5. 
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HLCD (1999:27) commented in relation to this requirement that Heritage Victoria has clarified that 
‘all its associated equipment’ refers to the equipment identified in the extent of designation’ … (and) 
‘that other equipment included in Building 5 may be seen as essential for retention by Heritage 
Victoria in order to provide useful interpretation of the site’. 

The HLCD (1999) recommended that: 

‘An assessment of the equipment located on the upper levels of Building 5 should be 
undertaken by an industrial archaeologist, in association with a former brickworks employee 
familiar with practises, in order to identify the use and individual and overall significance of 
the equipment.  This assessment should be used to inform further recommendations relating 
to the selection of equipment for retention or otherwise. It should also address the 
significance of the bay of Building 6 which projects into Building 5.’ 

In the Additional Research report (HLCD 2000), the HLCD team undertook further examination of 
Building 5 and the three systems that are integrated into the building. This work was led by Dr Iain 
Stuart. It documents the upper levels of Building 5, including the loft, mezzanine and first floor 
levels, and identifies the function of the diverse array of equipment associated with the elevation 
and mixing of clay prior to it being delivered into the brick presses. The report also explains a 
number of the features such as the Masonite covering on the first level floor which provided a 
smooth surface for the mixing of clays. The report makes specific recommendations about the 
equipment that should be retained to allow interpretation and public access as part of the 
interpretation centre.  

Dr Stuart advises that brick presses in the brick press building (i.e. more or less in situ) are even rarer 
than the rare surviving kilns (Dr Iain Stuart, JCIS Consultants, pers. comm. 8.1.2018). 

The Heritage Impact Statement 

The Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) (Anthemion Consultancies 2017) presents an argument for the 
demolition of Buildings 5 and 6, based on the asserted condition of the buildings and issues of site 
contamination. STB has noted a number of inadequacies in the HIS such that it appears to have been 
shaped to justify a particular outcome: 

• The HIS does not address the other structural engineering report presented with the permit 
application – that is the Beauchamp Hogg Spano 2014 report.  

• The HIS fails to point out that some of the condition of the building fabric has resulted from 
the neglect of the owner/developer: for example, reference to ‘local demolition to the 
north’ that have ‘caused significant distress to the structure’ (p. 3, point 15) is mentioned 
several times as a cause of damage without acknowledging that this was undertaken by the 
current owner/developer, or that some of the works such as repairing roof sheeting and 
guttering are the responsibility of the owner/developer. 

• The HIS refers to a number of aspects of the building as being unknown when these are well 
documented in the CMP (HLCD 1999) or other easily accessible sources: for example, the 
purpose of some of the ‘small area or enclosures’ behind the brick press (the CMP and 
videos prepared for the owner/developer document these); the original location of the 
edge runner mill is also suggested as being unknown (p. 3, point 12) and yet this piece of 
machinery is illustrated in the CMP and its location documented. 

• The HIS refers to the Australian Heritage Database (Register of the National Estate) to 
demonstrate that the buildings were in a ‘state of disrepair’ in 1998 (p. 3, point 15). Surely, 
the CMP (HLCD 1999) provides the best base-line on building condition and it includes 
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photographs as well as a schedule of required works.1 As well there is the 1998 structural 
engineering report by The O’Neill Group which we discuss in more detail below. 

• The HIS repeatedly asserts that it is not possible to retain the buildings, machinery or 
systems in situ because of contamination, and yet the Compass Environmental letter offers 
what could be described as preliminary advice only (see section below on contamination). 

• The HIS does not examine the potential for dismantling, site clean-up and reconstruction of 
Building 5 and its machinery and systems (in whole or part), nor does it present respective 
costs of different options. Given that retention, conservation and interpretation has been a 
central plank of the owner/developers plans and all of the approvals for 20 years, it is 
clearly inadequate that this option or options have not been investigated. 

• The HIS asserts that elements of Building 5 would be retained where feasible, but does not 
document what would be retained and reconstructed within the ‘interpretation area’ nor 
appears to understand the scope of the systems integrated into the building. 

• The HIS claims (page 21, point 71) that ‘the demolition of the brick pressing shed will 
diminish the authenticity of the site to a degree, it will not result in an adverse effect overall 
as the brickworks site is not comprised solely of this building(s)’. The HIS fails to examine 
the site as a whole, the changes to each element of the site, and specifically how the 
cultural significance of the place would be impacted by the complete loss of these two 
buildings and associated machinery and systems.  This is the most significant failure in this 
report. 

STB’s view is that this HIS is inadequate and does not fully address the requirements of Heritage 
Victoria’s Guidelines for preparing Heritage Impact Statements. 

4. Contrary to the endorsed Interpretation Plan  

The permit application proposes a new approach to interpretation of the brick-making process, 
proposing a new interpretation building and demolishing the actual Building 5 and all of the 
associated systems – that is the place where brick-making took place for more than 100 years. It 
because of the rarity and outstanding cultural significance of this building combined with its 
importance in telling the story that Building 5 was identified from the outset as the interpretation 
focus for the site. 

The status of the Interpretation Plan for the site  

The initial Interpretation Plan for the site was contained in the Conservation Management Plan 
(HLCD 1999) and formed an integral part of that CMP. The CMP subsequently became a key 
document in the Development Concept Plan 2002 (revised 2006) in the Moreland Planning Scheme. 

Heritage Victoria’s Permit P10131 provides that the ‘interpretation is to be implemented as part of 
the approved adaptive reuse works program in accordance with the Hoffmans Brickworks 
Interpretation Concepts and Recommendations Revised 2006 by Look Ear Pty Ltd (Condition 21) and 
that further the installation of the interpretation program is to form a Covenant pursuant to section 
85 of the Heritage Act 1985 (Condition 6). 

In the next permit issued by Heritage Victoria (P14416, 20.11.2009) Condition 5 required that ‘The 
Interpretation consultant will prepare more detailed documentation for the approval of the 
Executive Director’. We understand that Look Ear Pty Ltd prepared the following document in 
accordance with that permit and that this document was approved: 

Look Ear Pty Ltd, May 2010, Hoffman Brickworks Interpretation: Interpretive Overlay. 

                                                           
1 It is likely that HLCD holds further data from their field inspections as well.  
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It provides detailed site plans, concepts and story lines for Kilns 2 and 3, and Building 5, and is in 
accordance with the 2006 endorsed Interpretation Concepts, while reflecting some changes on the 
site since 2006. This document also provides costings. 

In October 2014, another consultant (Anthemion Consultancies) prepared a draft document 
Hoffman Brickworks 72-106 Dawson Street, Brunswick: Draft Interpretation Signage and Indicative 
Displays which was provided to STB for review and comment. We expressed significant concerns in 
our response (Correspondence to Tim Smith, 16 October 2014) and we were provided with Heritage 
Victoria’s letter to the consultants (HV ref X6925) which stated clearly that Heritage Victoria’s 
expectation was that the submitted document would ‘closely resemble that developed for the site in 
2006 and endorsed as part of permit P10131’ and requested ‘a revised interpretation program that 
closely ties the interpretation program back to the strategy and concepts in the endorsed concept’. 
They also noted that the document did not include ‘interpretation for the Brickpress building’. 

Subsequently, Heritage Victoria Permit P23724 (19.10.2015) Condition 1 required submission of a 
‘draft of an Interpretation Plan for the registered land’ in relation to Condition 21 of Permit 10131 
and conditions 32 and 5 of P14416, and that this plan include ‘options for interpretation within the 
Brick Pressing Shed’ and be delivered within 6 months. 

A revised report by Anthemion Consultancies (30.3.2016) has been provided to us. The revised 
version has an added Section 7 which adds an ‘Internal Display in Kiln 3’ in relation to the pottery 
side of the business (which we note is additional to the 2010 endorsed plan). In relation to this 
document we note that: 

• the document does not meet the requirements of the Heritage Victoria Permit P23724 
(19.10.2015) – it does not present a new Interpretation Plan, and it does not address options 
for interpretation in Building 5 

• our concerns and those of Heritage Victoria remain unaddressed 

• the installed interpretation undertaken since 2016 may not be in accordance with the 
endorsed 2006/2010 Look Ear Interpretation Plans (although we do not have the resources 
to undertake an audit)  

• the interpretation work is being undertaken by a firm with no recognised expertise in 
interpretation, and that  

• the document is still marked as a draft, so we are unclear as to its status. 

To reiterate, our view is that it is the 2006/2010 Look Ear Interpretation Concept and Overlay reports 
that are the endorsed documents and that therefore all interpretation should be in accordance with 
them. Any proposed variations should be explicitly identified and full justified.  

Impact on interpretation proposals for Building 5 

The 2006/2010 Look Ear Interpretation Concept and Overlay reports provide detailed concepts and 
site-specific interpretation within Building 5, linking the themes to displays and structured ways of 
moving through the building’s spaces. We note that it is based on ‘the primary focus’ being ‘the 
building and the equipment themselves – emphasised and accentuated by specialist lighting’ (Look 
Ear 2010:12) with visitors accessing the building via elevated gantries for safe, controlled visitor 
access and with visitors separated from brick press machines via glass panels. 

Save the Brickworks has repeatedly indicated its support for these concepts and for the primary use 
of Building 5 being for interpretative purposes. 

In 2008, the developers sought a planning permit for the conversion of Kilns 2 and 3 to residential 
and the inclusion of strata titled office spaces within Building 5 (amongst other things). The 
application was dealt with by VCAT and planning permit MPS/2008/313, issued on 28 January 2010 
as a result of the VCAT decision. Heritage Victoria also considered this proposal in the form of an 

                                                           
2 This relates to ‘archive space for historic plans and artefacts’  
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application under the Heritage Act and imposed some specific requirements for Building 5 including 
that ‘the four smaller northern ground floor strata title units are to be amalgamated into one space 
to retain interpretation linkages between the brick presses in Building 5 and the Pedestrian Plaza’ 
(P1441 (20.11.2009), Condition 8.2). 

STB expressed significant concerns about the positioning of these offices3, particularly that the 
ground floor offices turn their back on the interpretive space and that the application failed to 
address how the proposal would retain and interpret the rare surviving clay transport systems 
(documented in Additional Research [HLCD 2000]).  

A Heritage Audit Management Plan (HAMP) (Anthemion Consultancies, April 2016:13) was prepared 
pursuant to condition 5 of Heritage Permit no. P10131 and condition 3 of Heritage Permit no. 
P23724. It provides an implementation plan for interpretation, providing a Schedule for Buildings 5 
and 6 as follows – but noted as ‘depending on the future of the Brick Pressing Shed’4: 

‘- At least the ground floor level to be allocated as a museum for interpretation. 
- Retain and display selected contents and objects associated with the Hoffmans Brickworks, 

including 7 No. brick pressing machines, associated flues, safety cages, items inside and 
outside the shed, selected sample bricks. 

- Installation of all necessary infrastructure to enable the above to be prepared and executed 
to current professional museum standards, and in accord with accepted conservation 
principles where heritage building infrastructure is impacted upon. 

- Any other areas or elements which are added to the above from time-to-time.’  

The Heritage Impact Statement accompanying the permit application for the demolition of Buildings 
5 and 6 suggests that an interpretation area in a new building will adequately fulfil existing 
requirements, arguing that the only reason now to propose demolition is the condition of and 
contamination associated with the existing buildings. However, the HIS does not address, for 
example: 

• how this major change to interpretative opportunities on the site impacts the significance of 
the site and historic core 

• why the interpretation area is smaller than previous commitments and why a small area is 
judged to be adequate? 

• why retention of two brick presses is adequate to represent the entire system? 

• what machinery, systems and other elements (e.g. worker’s cribs) will be retained from 
Building 5 and placed into the interpretation area, and whether its design enables this to 
happen? 

• why is it possible to dissemble, relocate and ‘reconstruct’5 part of the machinery and 
systems, but not the entire assemblage?6 

The HIS should examine the impact of the proposed demolition on the endorsed 2006/2010 
Interpretation Concept and Overlay, but it does not do this. The Burra Charter recognises 
‘interpretation’ as a conservation process: Article 1.17 Interpretation means all the ways of 
presenting the cultural significance of a place, and the associated Australia ICOMOS Interpretation 
Practice Note (November 2013) states that ‘It is not acceptable to use interpretation as an 

                                                           
3 STB Submission to VCAT dated 23.11.2009; submissions to Heritage Victoria dated 30.10.2009 and 
19.11.2009 
4 This note appears to indicate that the owner/developer and/or their consultants were already intending to 
seek demolition. This is the first indication that we are aware of that there was any question about ‘the future 
of the Brick Pressing Shed’.  
5 It is not clear if the brick presses and associated systems are to be actually reconstructed as per the Burra 
Charter (2013) or just placed in some conjectural relationship to each other so as to suit the commercial uses? 
6 Presumably, economic viability of the commercial uses would be argued, however this is not addressed in the 
HIS. 
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alternative to the physical conservation of a place’. Instead ‘Interpretation is part of a holistic 
package of best practice conservation management measures’. 

Nor does the HIS detail how the proposed interpretation area will be maintained, refreshed, and 
managed. Who is expected to fund its ongoing management? The occupiers/owners of the 
commercial spaces? What is their role in maintenance and how will they access the required 
expertise? And given that the commercial spaces are so much smaller than those proposed in 2008, 
can the applicant demonstrate that this smaller number of commercial occupancies will be able to 
fund what is required? Or might such an analysis reveal that the commercial spaces are economically 
unattractive, resulting in the owner/developer later seeking not to construct this new building?  

If Heritage Victoria is considering granting this permit application for demolition, STB believes that 
Heritage Victoria should seek further information and a number of significant commitments prior to 
making that decision. These might include: 

• a detailed interpretation plan for the new building showing exactly what will be presented 
and how it differs from the endorsed Interpretation Concept and Overlay  

• a schedule of the elements from Building 5 that would be removed, conserved and 
reconstructed into a new building – noting the evidence presented in the Additional 
Research report (HLCD 2000) about the three systems – and which elements would be 
destroyed 

• a funding, maintenance and management plan for the interpretative area 

• an economic analysis as to the viability of the interpretation area in relation to the 
commercial areas 

• how the interpretation area will be protected from encroachment by the adjoining 
commercial activities. 

5. Structural assessment and neglect 

The owner/developer has presented two structural assessment reports with the permit application: 
The O’Neill Group (April 2014) and Beauchamp Hogg Spano Consultants (May 2014). 

1998 structural assessment 

The owner/developer commissioned a structural report on Buildings 5 and 6 in 1998 by The O’Neill 
Group: ‘Hoffman Brickworks Redevelopment Dawson Street, Brunswick: Structural Assessment of 
Buildings 5 and 6, Interim Report’ (17 December 1998). 

This report examined both buildings in some detail and concluded (pp. 9-10) that Building 5 
required: 

• some strengthening to meet current codes, dependent on proposed use 

• replacement of exterior cladding  

• new walls when the more recent extensions at the north end and the adjoining Building 7 
are removed7 

Building 6 was also identified as needing a lateral bracing system. Subsequently, a new building – 
Building 6A – was proposed for the west side of Building 5 to provide some of the required bracing.  

The O’Neill Group was asked to undertake a further structural assessment in 2014, and this report 
has been submitted as part of the present permit application, as has another structural assessment 
by Beauchamp Hogg Spano Consultants (May 2014). 

                                                           
7 Note: no such protection to the exposed northern end of the building has been provided and as both 2016 
structural engineering reports show, the actions to stabilise the western wall have been inadequate, and 
clearly do not accord with Heritage Victoria Permit P6262 [19.8.2002] that required that ‘adequate structural 
measures are to be taken to ensure that Buildings 5 and 6 do not suffer any damage during the demolition 
works to Building 7’ Condition 2(g). 
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The O'Neill Group’s 2014 report surprisingly does not refer to their 1998 report, nor compare the 
condition of the building in 1998 to 2014. And while the 1998 report refers to computations being 
undertaken as the basis of its conclusions and findings, the 2014 report was based on a walk through 
but not any computations. The 2014 report thus appears less comprehensive. 

In reading the 2014 O’Neill Group report, we noted that a number of the identified structural issues 
appear to be directly as a result of neglect and demolition by the current owner/developer – for 
example ingress of water rotting the floors and internal timbers due to lose iron being left 
unattended, or damage to the tops of brick walls where adjacent buildings were demolished but 
never made good. Specifically: 

• the building is generally in extremely poor condition, with many elements displaying signs of 
decay or local structural failure (p. 4) 

• local demolition works to the north have however caused significant distress to the structure 
(p. 5) – these demolition works were undertaken by the current owner/developer, and the 
1998 O’Neill Group report recommended the construction of a new northern wall (post-
demolition) 

• At first floor level, the timber floor framing and flooring has been significantly affected by 
moisture ingress. A number of sections of the original roofing are no longer in place and this 
has permitted water penetration over a significant number of years (p.5) 

• The roof guttering and downpipes have collapsed or are significantly deteriorated and are 
not serviceable (p. 6) 

• Similar to the remainder of the building, the south-west section has been left to deteriorate 
over many years. As a result, the guttering and flashings along the southern and western 
external walls have long since deteriorated and have mostly collapsed. This damage has 
subsequently permitted moisture ingress into the top of the external walls which has eroded 
to the mortar and softened the bricks (p.7). 

Both the 1998 and the 2014 O’Neill Group reports note that changes to the building to 
accommodate changes to operations and/or systems during the life of the brickworks have impacted 
the structural strength of some building elements and sections. In 1998, specific repairs were 
proposed; to our knowledge these have not been undertaken. Because some of the changes to the 
building fabric represent significant changes to or advances in technology and brick-making 
processes, they may in fact contribute to the heritage significance of Building 5. 

Reading the 2014 O’Neill Group report, we note that the consultants do not state that the buildings 
could not be repaired, but rather that there are some complex issues to be considered including the 
need to undertake further inspections and that substantial work is required to prop and brace the 
structure so that conservation works can be carried out.  

The Beauchamp Hogg Spano Consultants report (2014) offers a very different perspective; it includes 
a review of The O’Neill Group’s 2014 report. The Executive Summary concludes (emphasis added): 

II The walkthrough inspection and observations has revealed the buildings to have numerous 
areas of naturally occurring material degradation from exposure, poorly constructed alterations, 
general neglect and poor to non-existent cyclic maintenance which has resulted in ad-hoc 
structural interventions. 

III My opinion is that, fundamentally the buildings have been constructed to an excellent 
standard and subject to detailed structural fabric inspections, remedial works could address the 
building fabric faults identified and prolong the life of the and prolong the life of the building. 

V. Active intervention for immediate remedial works and safe works practices is required. 
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A detailed description of the building elements is in the Beauchamp Hogg Spano Consultants report 
which suggests that while there has been deterioration largely as a result of water ingress, most of 
the structural timber elements are in sound condition.  

‘To the untrained eye this poor condition may be alarming, but in my opinion … and subject to 
the remedial works described in this report, the fundamental structural fabric of the building is 
good and sound, and I would not condemn the buildings’ (p. 16). 

Further the Beauchamp Hogg Spano Consultants report (2014) presents detailed recommendations 
for immediate remedial works, and a strategy and proposed safe works practices. Further they argue 
that:  

A legitimate method of upgrading a structure is the control and management of the occupancy of 
the building. Limiting the loads applied to the structure to allow the levels of redundancy in the 
original building construction to be realised. The industrial nature of the previous historical use of 
this building would consistently and typically have a design live load of 4.0- 5.0 kPa to 
contemporary standards (I think in this case empirical design loads of up to 7.5kPa may even have 
been adopted). 

Typically mixed use Residential/ Commercial /Office occupancy would adopt design loads in the 
range of 1.5 – 3.0 kPa , with areas needing 5.0 kPa being locally strengthened. (pp. 14-15) 

We note that this advice aligns with the uses approved in 2010 (MPS2008/313 and Heritage Victoria 
P14416, Nov. 2011) for the adaptive reuse of parts of Building 5 for commercial/retail and offices 
integrated with interpretation.  

Immediate remedial works and subsequent conservation works would involve costs for stabilisation, 
decontamination, repair and other works. While neither report, nor the Heritage Impact Statement 
(Anthemion 2017) provides a costing, there are funds set aside for conservation works through the 
Bank Guarantee (Heritage Victoria Permit 10131, 2008) which was established to provide surety that 
conservation works would be undertaken. Noting that significant public funds have been contributed 
for past conservation reports and actions on the site, STB’s expectation is that profits from the 
previous development of the balance of the site should be dedicated to conservation of these 
significant buildings, as well. 

6. Contamination 

Both structural engineering reports recognise that the soil contamination is a significant issue, with 
the O’Neill Group report suggesting full removal of soil/fill and the Beauchamp Hogg Spano 
Consultants noting that alternative methods of soil remediation would enable the retention of the 
building:  

EPA Victoria has recognised the challenges and economies of scale for treating contaminated 
sites, especially Class A contaminants and have established publications that document a matrix 
of current soil remediation technology in Victoria. 

This office recommends that all in-situ treatment technologies contained in the publication 
Industrial Waste Guidelines “Soil Remediation Technologies in Victoria” EPA Victoria be explored 
before decisions on the course of action are taken. 

Most in-situ treatment processes are stated to be medium to long term in duration, (months to 
greater than six months) (Beauchamp Hogg Spano Consultants p. 15). 

Given that the site has a significant history, and noting that contamination has been a known issue 

from early in the development process: 

• What contamination reports have been commissioned and received by the 

owner/developer? 

• Is demolition necessary to meet the applicant’s soil remediation responsibilities? 
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• Has the owner/developer sought referral advice from EPA? And if so, what was the advice 

received?  

• Has cap-in-place been investigation for this part of the site, noting it has been used on other 

parts of the site? 

• How has contamination been dealt with on other VHR places, and are there any recent 

industrial reuse projects notable for having been successful with suitable cover, effluent 

treatment or isolation, etc? 

• Have there been other state-level heritage sites where demolition has been “forced” by the 

risk of groundwater contamination? 

Given the duration of the present ownership, the history of neglect and the delays in taking even the 
most basic conservation and/or protective actions on Buildings 5 and 6, a solution to the soil 
contamination that can be implemented at the same time as the immediate stabilisation works 
would be supported by STB. Further, the owner/developer has been aware of this issue for at least 7 
years, given the 2010 Compass Environmental report, and yet has not acted to implement a 
remediation strategy. The 2017 Compass Environmental report suggests that this lack of action has 
led to ‘limited migration of impacts off-site’ (p. 2). 

Further, while the Compass Environmental report (p. 3) suggests that the concrete slabs would need 
to be removed to identify sub-surface pits, we wonder if remote sensing combined with historical 
research and archaeological investigation methods could be used to identify areas where any sub-
surface pits may be located. The appointment of an experienced industrial archaeologist, working 
with past workers/managers, should be considered.  
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7. In Conclusion 

STB agrees that Buildings 5 and 6 have been neglected. They have not been repaired in a timely 
manner and they have been left unsecured. Moreover, the extended delay in undertaking 
conservation and adaptation works to these building has placed them in jeopardy. The responsibility 
for this rests with the owner/developer.  

And the strategy of leaving the most difficult reuse and remediation issues to the last stages of a 
redevelopment process may well have created a more difficult situation to remediate than if it was 
tackled earlier on. 

STB considers that the case for complete demolition has not been made. We have not seen any 
alternatives presented – as required in the HIS guidelines – and we are frankly shocked by the latest 
ambit claim for even more residential development on the site, especially given that a building of 
primary significance is proposed for demolition to enable this to occur. 

The owner/developer should be presenting a program of conservation works for consideration, not a 
demolition proposal. And given that both structural engineering reports have been with the 
owner/developer for 3+ years, what action have they taken to meet their responsibilities under the 
Heritage Act and all the existing approvals?  

Economic arguments can be advanced under the provisions of the Heritage Act but we note that 
none have been made at this stage. If such arguments are to be considered, they would need to be 
based on independent costings and presented with the financials for all of the previous 
development, including the contributions from the public purse. We are cognisant too that $200,00 
is held in a bank guarantee against the conservation works for this building. The redevelopment of 
the site for residential was not intended to create a dense residential pocket in the middle of 
Brunswick’s industrial zone but rather to provide the financial resources to support the conservation 
and interpretation of this important industrial complex. STB expects part of the profits from the 
development to be used to fulfil the promises that have been made since 1997 – that Building 5 
would be the interpretive focus for the site. 

Finally, if the owner/developer’s need for profit is put ahead of the community’s need to preserve its 
heritage on this site, it will be a depressing precedent for all other remaining industrial heritage in 
the state, including the only other remaining brick works at Box Hill. It will also be rewarding an 
owner/developer for failing to meet their original planning approvals, as the past promises have 
consistently been broken, and the company has failed to undertake even the most basic 
maintenance and repair except under extreme duress from Heritage Victoria. 

We would appreciate the opportunity to meet with you to discuss this application, given Save the 
Brickworks long-standing involvement, including participation in the development of the original 
plans for the site. We are also keen to reconvene meetings between Heritage Victoria and Moreland 
Council that did, between 2012 and 2014, support both organisations in their responsibilities with 
regard to the site. 

 
Yours sincerely 
 

  
Ms Ruth Giles and Ms Chris Johnston 
On behalf of Save the Brickworks  


